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ABSTRACT

This paper shows that it possible to decrease the amount of hardware needed to monitor the Quality of Trans-
mission (QoT) of lightpaths in all-optical networks by establishing carefully selected “active lightpaths”, without
sacrificing estimation accuracy. The QoT of lightpaths thatare not directly measured by monitoring equipment is
estimated with the help of additional “active lightpaths”.We gain extra information about the unobserved light-
paths by measuring the QoT of the carefully chosen active lightpaths, which are activated solely for the purpose of
monitoring. We demonstrate with simulations the possibility to trade-off the amount of costly hardware monitoring
equipment with cheaper, temporary “active lightpaths”, while still achieving accurate monitoring.
Keywords: monitoring, QoT, physical impairments, linear estimation.

1 INTRODUCTION

In all-optical networks, clients are typically guaranteeda minimum QoT for their signals, measured through Bit-
Error Rates (BER). Thus, network managers need to be able to know the quality of the signals that travel over their
network at all times. Hardware monitors are expensive devices that need access to the signals to be monitored,
which is difficult in all-optical networks since signals remain in the optical domain from end to end. The main
contribution of this paper is a QoT monitoring scheme that reduces the amount of hardware needed to perform
monitoring.

We call lightpaths that are established in the network and carry information “passive lightpaths”. In a recent
paper [1], we presented apassive monitoring scheme for all-optical networks. To perform QoTestimation, we used
the spatial correlation between the QoT metrics of the passive lightpaths to estimate the QoT for the lightpaths that
are not directly observed. The spatial correlation is induced by the physical behavior of the network: physical
impairments are caused at the link level and thus the BERs of two different lightpaths (on different wavelengths)
sharing links are correlated. However, if few of the lightpaths established in the network terminate at hardware
monitors, then estimation is based on very few observations, thereby leading to relatively high estimation errors.
We propose a scheme to establish a limited number of lightpaths in addition to the lightpaths already established
in the network. These new “active” lightpaths are established solely to gather QoT information about the existing
lightpaths that carry traffic but are not directly observed by hardware monitors. There is a trade-off between the
amount of monitoring hardware and the accuracy of the QoT estimates. We are able to essentially remove the
trade-off, that is, to obtain accurate estimates with little monitoring equipment, at the cost of injecting more signals
in the network. Note that these additional lightpaths do notcarry any meaningful data (they could carry random
bits) and are used only for a QoT monitoring purpose.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state ourassumptions concerning the network physical
layer and hardware monitors. Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of our active monitoring scheme. We present
simulation results in Section 4 and we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 MODELING

Our monitoring technique exploits physical-layer properties and assumptions, which are presented here. We as-
sume that all-optical regeneration, except for standard optical amplification, is not available; in particular, we
assume that wavelength converters are not available and thewavelength continuity constraint holds: lightpaths
are established over the same wavelength from end to end. In this paper, the impairments we consider are ampli-
fier noise and intersymbol interference (ISI). We estimate the BER of a lightpath through its so-called Q-factor:
Q = µ0−µ1

σ0+σ1

(whereµ0 andµ1 are the means of the distributions of the “0” and “1” symbols at the photo-detection
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Here, we make no assumption about what hardware monitoring technique is deployed in the network. We
only assume that the electrical power and noise can be measured directly or indirectly by the hardware monitors.
In particular, we model a hardware monitor as a device located at the extremity of a link, after photo-detection.
Hardware monitors can determineµ0, µ1, σ0 andσ1. Because of the high costs related to deploying hardware
monitors, it is desirable to limit their number in the network. Note that placing a hardware monitor directly on a
transmission line would imply diverting some signal power to measure the statistics of interest. For this reason,
the hardware monitors are assumed to be located inside the receiver modules. A consequence is that only the
lightpaths that terminate at a link where a monitor is located can be observed. Hardware monitor placement is out
of the scope of this paper and we assume that monitors are already placed at fixed locations (chosen offline) when
our monitoring technique is applied.

3 ACTIVE MONITORING
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Figure 1: Linearity of the physical im-
pairments metrics.

The active monitoring technique consists of two components. First,
we select the set of active lightpaths that will allow for accurate es-
timation (Section 3.2). Then, once the active lightpaths are selected,
the BERs of the unobserved lightpaths are estimated from passive
and active observations (Section 3.3). To perform this estimation, we
adapt the network kriging procedure [3]. Network kriging estimates
the values of end-to-end metrics from a limited set of end-to-end
observations; this is made possible by the existence of the aforemen-
tioned correlation between the end-to-end metrics (lightpaths’ QoT).
Network kriging also exploits the existence of a linear relationship
(e.g., additivity over a path) between the link-level metrics and the
end-to-end metrics to be estimated. In all-optical networks, BERs
or Q factors are not additive. However, each of the four quantities
µ0, µ1, σ0, andσ2

1 is approximately linear with respect to the num-
ber of spans over which a signal is transmitted (see Fig. 1), making
network kriging suitable for lightpaths’ BER estimation through the
estimation ofµ0, µ1, σ0, andσ2

1 .

3.1 Notations and problem statement

Consider an all-optical network ofnℓ links wherenp lightpaths are established. We denote byy a column vector
containing path-level QoT metrics (µ0, µ1, σ0, or σ2

1 for some lightpaths) and byx the corresponding link-level
metrics. Letns be the number of lightpaths observed through hardware devices. We denote byGm ∈ {0, 1}ns×nℓ

the routing matrix that describes the passive lightpaths that are observed, that is, the element on rowi and column
j of Gm is 1 when lightpathi traverses linkj. Similarly, we denote byGn ∈ {0, 1}(np−ns)×nℓ the routing matrix
corresponding to the passive lightpaths that are not observed. We denote byym the column vector containing the
QoT metrics for the observed passive lightpaths and byyn the column vector containing the metrics for the passive
lightpaths that are not observed, such thatym = Gmx andyn = Gnx. .

We propose to establish a limited numberna of observed, “active” lightpaths. Our goal is to design an “active
routing matrix” Ga ∈ {0, 1}na×nℓ , where each row corresponds to an active lightpath. Letya be the column

vector for metrics corresponding to these active lightpaths (ya = Gax). Call GA =
[

GT
m, GT

a

]T
the routing

matrix corresponding to all observed lightpaths andyA =
[

y
T
m,yT

a

]T
the column vector containing the metrics

for all observed paths.
Using the notations above, the best linear estimateŷn for the metrics corresponding to non-observed lightpaths

can be shown to be [3]:

ŷn = GnGA(GAGT
A)+yA, (1)

where(·)+ denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse. Active monitoring hence consists in finding the matrixG∗

a to
minimize the relative mean square error (RMSE) for the non-observed metricsyn, given the observationsyA and



the routing matricesGn andGA:
G∗

a = arg min
Ga

‖ŷn − yn‖2/‖yn‖2, (2)

where‖ŷn − yn‖2/‖yn‖2 is a function ofGA and hence of the active routing matrixGa via ŷn.
This optimization problem is subject to the following constraints: each row ofG∗

a corresponds to a lightpath
that meets the wavelength continuity constraint, and the last link of each active lightpath is equipped with a mon-
itor. The problem, as formulated here, is difficult because the constraints onG∗

a are binary, making a full search
computationally prohibitive; thus, heuristics are needed. In the following section, we present such a heuristic.

3.2 Active lightpaths selection

We propose the following heuristic to establishna active lightpaths:
Step 1: We compute, for each unobserved lightpath, the shortest path from the last node of the considered

unobserved lightpath to any hardware monitor. This shortest path is appended to the route used by the considered
unobserved lightpath, to form a new route comprehending allthe links of the unobserved lightpaths. Lighting
the active lightpaths uses extra resources and may disturb the passive lightpaths, for instance, through crosstalk
injection. Using shortest paths mitigates this problem. Then, a free continuous wavelength is tentatively found
over this route. Selecting candidates for active monitoring in this fashion ensures that the active lightpaths to be
selected in a further step are indeed observed, that they contain many links from lightpaths that were previously
not observed, and that the quantity of resources used by the active lightpaths remains low. The set of candidate
lightpaths for active monitoring is called ACTIVECANDIDATES and the corresponding routing matrix isG′

a. Let
n′

a be the number of rows ofG′

a. If n′

a > na then we need to choosena active lightpaths among then′

a candidates
(Step 2), otherwise the algorithm stops.

Step 2: The problem of choosingna lightpaths to minimize the estimation error for the linear estimation
procedure amounts to an NP-complete row selection problem [3], but a good heuristic consists in finding thena

rows of G′

a that approximate well the space spanned by the firstna singular vectors ofG′

a [4]. We use this
technique to iteratively select an increasing number of rows of G∗

a, until the number of active candidates within
the set of selected rows is equal tona. When the algorithm returns, at mostna lightpaths of ACTIVECANDIDATES

are selected. Because we used the aforementioned span maximization algorithm to select those candidates, the
selection procedure returns lightpaths which are expectedto yield a good accuracy in the estimation step.

3.3 Estimation

The goal of the estimation step is to estimate the QoT for unobserved lightpaths given the QoT of all observed
lightpaths, and information about the (spatial) correlation structure between the QoT for different lightpaths. The
existence of the linear relationshipsym = Gmx, yn = Gnx andya = Gax ensures that we can use the net-
work kriging procedure to estimateyn givenGn, Gm, Ga andyn. This estimation procedure is run in turn for
ym,yn,ya ∈ {µ0, µ1, σ0, σ

2
1} to return estimates for each of these four quantities for theunobserved lightpaths.

4 SIMULATIONS

We simulate the operation of a scaled-down version of the NSFNET topology with standard physical parameters
(10 Gbps NRZ signals traveling over 70 km spans of 100% post-dispersion compensated SMF, noise factor=2,
8 wavelengths). The results presented here are averaged over the establishment or termination of 100 lightpaths,
totalling 100 different network states. In each state, around 50 lightpaths are simultaneously present in the network.
The network contains 42 unidirectional links and hence would require 42 monitors to gather a complete observation
set about the QoT in the network. We are interested in cases where far fewer devices are deployed.

Our main result is the evaluation of the active monitoring technique through the RMSE forlog(BER). In the
left panel of Fig. 2, we show the RMSE for our technique. Values for na = 0 active lightpaths denote passive
monitoring results. Establishing a relatively small number (e.g., 15) of active lightpaths is shown to decrease
sharply the estimation error, especially when fewer numberof monitoring devices are installed. There exists a
trade-off between the number of physical devices and the number of active lightpaths: for instance, the estimation
error is the same, around 6%, whether 30 monitors are deployed and passive monitoring is used, or only 5 monitors
are deployed in conjunction with active monitoring (establishing an additional 20 lightpaths in the network).

Notice that the estimation error does not converge to 0 asna increases: rather, it exhibits a floor. The value
for this floor depends on the number of monitors, and decreases as the number of monitors increase and permits
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Figure 2: RMSE: without/with linearized metrics (left/right).
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Figure 3: The rank of
[

GT
m, G∗T

a

]T

increases

with na.

more accurate estimation. This can be attributed to the linearization noise, that is, the approximation incurred in
the linearization step. Indeed, we show in the right panel ofFig. 2 the RMSE in the case where all four metricsµ0,
µ1, σ0, andσ2

1 are artificially linearized: they are given values that are exactly linear with distance. It is seen that
the estimation error now converges to 0 as the amount of monitoring hardware orna increase.

Insight as to why our technique indeed decreases RMSE forlog(BER) can be gained by observing the vari-

ations of the rank of
[

GT
m, G∗

a
T
]T

with the number of monitors and active lightpathsna (see Fig. 3). For low

numbers of monitors and active lightpaths, this rank is wellbelow the numbers of lit links, making BER estimation
difficult or inaccurate. However, asna increases, this rank increases with a slope of approximately 1, converging

to rank

(

[

GT
m, GT

n , G∗

a
T
]T

)

(bold curve). The fact that the latter rank (bold curve) increases withna very little

(by 1) indicates that establishing active lightpaths introduces at most a single new unknown, making the estimation
problem easier to solve.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We showed that it possible to decrease the amount of hardwareneeded to monitor the QoT of lightpaths in a
all-optical networks by establishing carefully selected “active lightpaths”, without sacrificing estimation accuracy.
The estimation technique relies on a linear assumption for the quantities involved in the QoT computations. Gen-
eralizing our technique to more complex cases where linearity does not hold will be the subject of future work.
Moreover, integrating the impact of establishing the additional lightpaths on the QoT of the passive lightpath
should be further investigated.
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